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President’s Report – Husoni Raymond  

 

Hi team!  

 

I hope you are all have been enjoying the warm weather over the past few weeks!  

 

I am pleased to present the executives’ report for the month of May. Each of the 

executives have submitted a detailed report on the things they have been working on 

over the past month. Our reports are broken down in sections based on our positions.  

  

As you folks can tell from my previous report two weeks ago, it has been a very busy 

month for myself and the rest of the executive. Similar to my last one, I will be breaking 

down my part of this report in sections to keep is accessible and easy to read. I spent my 

last week at the CASA Foundations Conference so most of this report covers the things I 

did before I left. Please let me know if you have any questions and I would be happy to 

answer them.  

 

STUSU 
 

Meetings: 

 

International Student Advisor 

 

Sarah, Ailish and I met with Carrie Monteith-Levesque, the International Student Advisor 

and her summer student, Natalia Rodriguez to discuss ways in which we can partner 

with her office to improve the experience of international students on our campus. One 

of the major ideas explored was having the executive give a mandatory presentation to 



 
 

 
 

new international students during international orientation day. Since that meeting, 

Natatlia has followed up with me and I’ve provided her with a list of topics that I think 

the STUSU can cover during the workshop. I am really excited about this as it's a great 

opportunity for us to build a connection with international students within days of them 

arriving on campus. In addition, we will give international students all the information 

about STUSU services and opportunities to get involved. This will ensure that they are  

 

 

aware of all the things we do for students and how we can support their community 

specifically.   

 

Senate Committee on Reconciliation  

 

This committee meets quite regularly. In the last meeting, we discussed the outcome of 

the Eagle Feather Ceremony, I am happy to report that the ceremony was successful, 

and I heard really positive feedback from it. Additionally, we discussed having a speaker 

come to campus in late August to train professors on how to incorporate Indigenous 

content within their curriculum. Lastly, we spoke about the possibility of doing a blanket 

exercise during Welcome Week.  

 

Director of Marketing 

 

One of my major priorities for this year is enhancing the student experience on our 

campus. One avenue of accomplishing this task is through increasing our presence on 

campus through branding. Ashlen Henry has a tun of experience with branding and 

marketing so I wanted to consult with her and hear what she thought about my ideas. 

She gave a lot of positive feedback and pointed me in the direction of some people I 

should reach out to for designing some of the projects. The most important project is 

the poster highlights in JDH. I will touch on this later when I talk about my meeting with 

Karen from Kiers Marketing.  

 

Meeting with Director of Recruitment   

 



 
 

 
 

In the long term, I want students to feel connected to the STUSU and know that we are 

here to serve and represent them. In addition, the decline in student enrollment has 

resulted in a decrease in our revenue. Therefore, helping with the recruitment of 

students will ensure that we have a stronger budget to provide more services and better 

serve our students. I met with Kate to discuss the ways that STUSU can help with 

recruiting students and also allow us to engage with incoming students during open 

houses and tours.  

 

We had some great ideas such as having the STUSU present at open houses to talk with 

incoming students and participating in Webinars. I think this is great to connect with  

 

students even before they enroll and set a great foundation for them to engage with the 

STUSU throughout their time here.  

 

President’s Advisory Committee on Experiential Learning  

 

The President’s Advisory Committee on Experiential Learning is an institutional 

committee that deals with the Experiential Learning Fund. This was my first meeting with 

this committee, and I spent some time getting to learn more about how the fund 

operates. During this meeting, we discussed the Faculty Incentive Fund, which is a pot of 

money within the overall fund. The purpose of the Faculty Incentive Fund is to provide 

faculty with financial resources to create experiential learning courses for students to 

earn credits. There was one application that was considered, and the committee was 

updated on status of the overall fund. We are looking at funding even more student 

internships next year so that is something I am looking forward to influencing.   

 

Karen Grant 

 

Karen Grant is the Founder of Kiers Marketing, a marketing company that does most of 

the designing a printing of the University's materials. I met with her to discuss the 

branding of two of the blank notice boards in JDH, photo props and redesigning the 

STUSU clubs and societies board in JDH. For the notice boards, they will highlight the 

people within our community that are doing great things. I am thinking about having 



 
 

 
 

highlights like sports team of the month, club of the month, student of the month, 

faculty of the month etc. on one and the other will feature upcoming events and job 

opportunities for students. I am really excited about this project!  

 

Shine Coordinator  

 

I met with our Shine Coordinator Wasiimah Joomun to discuss her plans for the 

upcoming Shine campaign. We talked about ways that the STUSU can get more 

involved and we are both looking forward to breaking the fundraising record on campus 

this year.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Coastal Graphics 

 

Met with Brian from Coastal Graphics to go over some orders I placed for pop-sockets, 

smart wallets and a pride banner. We got some stickers and pens from another 

company, I can’t wait to share them with you all in the fall!  

 

Interview with Telegraph Journal  

 

I did a media interview with the Telegraph Journal about STU’s tuition increases. I can’t 

find the article online, but it was published in the printed version of the paper. If you 

haven’t seen our press release on tuition increases at STU, it’s available on our website 

under the “news’ section.  

 

Academic Orientation Day  

 

This year, the Dean of Social Sciences established the Academic Orientation Day 

Planning Committee.  As the name suggests, the main goal of the committee is to plan 



 
 

 
 

Academic Orientation Day. The meeting lasted quite long but it was productive, 

everyone on the committee got a few tasks to do which will ensure that the work gets 

done equitably.  

 

Welcome Week Committee Meeting  

 

I participated in the first Welcome Week Committee meeting. The meeting went fairly 

well but I had to leave a bit early for an NBSA board call. The major topics that were 

discussed is developing a permanent Welcome Week theme and incorporating more 

breaks within the week. The schedule is pretty much planned out and it looks like it's 

going to be an exciting Welcome Week!  

 

 

New Brunswick Student Alliance (NBSA) 
 

My last report already explained what the NBSA was in detail so I will just use this one to 

update you folks on what we have been up to since then.  

 

 

NBSA Board Call & NBSA Executive Call 

 

We had a NBSA Board call where all the institutions gave updates on what's happening 

on their campuses. The main thing being worked on at the office is finalizing the 

planning for the Policy and Planning Conference coming up in two weeks!  

 

Canadian Alliance of Student Associations 
 

The Canadian Alliance of Student Associations (CASA) is our federal advocacy parthner 

representing over 275,000 students from 23 member institutions. With CASA’s 

partnership with the Quebec Student Union, they represent an additional 88,000 

students in Quebec.    

 



 
 

 
 

Ailish and I were in Ottawa last week for CASA’s Foundation conference. It was a great 

opportunity to network with other student leaders across the country and share ideas 

around advocacy initiatives. There were a lot of beneficial presentations that have 

enhanced my advocacy abilities. Since this is a federal election year, one of the main 

priorities for CASA is to plan their federal Get Out the Vote Campaign. I am sure you will 

be hearing more about this in the coming months, we will definitely be reaching out to 

you for your help with executing all the events we will be planning.  

 

Ailish was elected to be a voting member on CASA’s Policy Committee. The committee 

will mainly be responsible for writing and amending CASA’s policies.  

 

Meeting with MP Greg Fergus  

 

MP Greg Fergus reached out to me a few weeks ago to personally congratulate me on 

winning the election. We mentioned that if I was ever in Ottawa, I should let him know 

so we could schedule a meeting. I reached out to him a few weeks ago and told him I 

would be here so we scheduled a meeting. I used the meeting to advance some of 

CASA’s advocacy priorities such as investing in Open Educational Resources for students 

and greater investment in funding for indigenous students.  

 
 
 
 

Vice President Administration's Report – Matthew Oram 

 

Hi everyone! 

The first month of my term on the STUSU executive team has been great, filled with lots 

of brainstorming and teamwork in hopes of making the 2019-2020 academic year one 

of the best yet! This is my first monthly report of the summer, and my first month in 

office largely consisted of getting accustomed to my new role as VP Admin and doing 

many basic housekeeping tasks in order to properly prepare for the upcoming school 

year. Along with the rest of the executive team, we have met with various stakeholders 

and university officials to discuss the year ahead, and the meetings that I personally 



 
 

 
 

have been involved in have been very productive in preparing for the 2019-2020 school 

year! Here’s a more formatted overview of what I have been doing within the Students’ 

Union between the dates of May 1st-May 30th: 

 

Meetings 

 

Meeting with David Coon 

 

The executive team and I met with local Green Party MLA David Coon to introduce 

ourselves and some of our priorities for the year, but the meeting was largely a 

discussion about the ways in which we could possibly collaborate with Coon and his 

team throughout the coming school year. I found that the meeting was very beneficial, 

and Mr. Coon seemed very open to collaborating with the STUSU on multiple initiatives. 

 

Meeting with Mayor of Fredericton 

 

The executive team and I also met with the Mayor of Fredericton shortly before our 

meeting with David Coon, and this meeting was also for introductory and collaboration-

based purposes. In this meeting, we largely discussed ways in which students could 

become more involved within the city of Fredericton as a whole, and if there were any 

ways that St. Thomas and the city of Fredericton could collaborate that would benefit 

students in the short and long run. Ideas surrounding taxi services, safe ride, and bus 

schedules were all talked about in a very positive manner. 

 

 

Meeting with Brock Richardson 

 

I personally met with Brock, who is the Director of Student Services, to discuss my 

priorities for the upcoming school year and to see if he had any further ideas that I 

could expand on. The focal point of the meeting was our discussion about making 

mental health services even more accessible on the STU campus itself, and one idea was 

to make counselling services even more readily available for students, which is covered 

by Campus Trust. Ultimately, I will be working with Brock on various initiatives 



 
 

 
 

throughout the school year, but some of the ideas that were talked about in this 

meeting could be very beneficial to the STU student body as a whole. 

 

Meeting with Karen Preston 

 

I also personally met with Karen Preston, the Registrar, to first of all discuss a complex 

student issue (which has been resolved), but also to introduce myself and discuss the 

continuance of the Student Advisory Committee. Ms. Preston believed that the Student 

Advisory Committee was a great idea, and that she would be more than glad to help 

with the training of the students hired to be a part of the committee in 2019-2020 

 

Meeting with Scott Duguay  

 

The entire executive team and I also met with Scott Duguay, the Associate Vice-

President Enrolment Management, and this was also a very positive and productive 

meeting. Many different ideas were discussed, especially surrounding the “branding” of 

the STUSU, and Mr.Duguay offered many positive thoughts on the ideas that we spoke 

to him about. 

 

Senate Meeting 

 

I attended the Senate Meeting with Ailish and Husoni just to get an idea on what those 

meetings are like, but it only lasted around 10-15 minutes so not much was discussed.  

 

 

 

 

Miscellaneous 

 

Updated SRC Email Accounts 

 



 
 

 
 

As you all should know, I updated the Email passwords for your SRC accounts, so you 

should now be able to log in to your accounts with no issues. If you do run into an issue 

though, I will gladly contact the IT Department for you to resolve whatever problem 

arises. Your passwords were sent to your STU Email. 

 

Internal Contact List Clubs and Societies 

 

Throughout the month of May, I have continually been reaching out to the leading 

members of the different clubs and societies at STU to develop an internal contact list 

so that it is easier to contact them throughout the school year. As you can imagine, not 

everyone checks their school email during the summer, so it is currently a work-in-

progress.  

 

Multicultural Fair Donation 

 

The Multicultural Organization in Fredericton reached out to me to see if we could 

donate any amount of money to the Festival they will be having in the summer, and we 

gladly donated $150 to the cause. If any of you are attending the festival, the STUSU 

logo will be in their brochure and around the festival somewhere. 

 

Changed Bank Account Signature 

 

Husoni, our General Manager Tina & I also went to the bank a few times so that I could 

become a signing authority on the STUSU Bank Account. After some confusion with one 

of the bankers, we were able to successfully change the account so that my signature is 

on it. 

 

Updated Email Accounts of Various Clubs and Societies 

I am also currently in the midst of aiding certain clubs and societies in updating their 

email accounts whenever they need help. A few societies have reached out to me saying 

that their email does not function properly, but as of right now, all of those issues are 

resolved. 

 



 
 

 
 

 

 

Introductions to University Senior Administration 

 

I also reached out to the Senior Administration of the University towards the beginning 

of my term just to briefly introduced myself. The executive team and I will be meeting 

with their team in the near future to discuss our priorities for the year, and to see if they 

have any further ideas. 

 

Call with Reg About 2019-2020 Budget 

 

I also briefly spoke with Reg about the operating budget for the 2019-2020 school year, 

just to confirm the full time and part time student fees, along with taking into account 

the possible rising of the price of welcome week kits. 

 

Reaching Out to Clubs and Societies about Training 

 

I have also started to reach out to the different members of the clubs and societies to 

see if they are interested in attending the clubs and societies training at the beginning 

of  

the school year. The event was a success last year, so I hope that I am able to operate 

the event as well as Husoni did last year. 

 

Updating Employee Email Accounts 

 

Finally, I am also in the midst of updating the employee Email passwords for the 2019-

2020 school year. This shouldn’t take very long, and the employees should be able to 

access their accounts in the coming week. 

 

Thank you for reading and I look forward to working with you all throughout the school 

year! Hope your summers are all going well! 

 

Best regards, 



 
 

 
 

 

Matthew Oram 

 

 

 

 

Vice President Education’s Report – Ailish MacKenzie 

 

STUSU: 

 

• There were lots of meetings this month! We met with the Mayor, Mike O’Brien 

and Fredericton South MLA David Coon (separately) about room for 

collaboration this year and to voice any questions and concerns we have… lots of 

talk about Financial Aid and Debt Relief Programs. 

 

•  I met with some St. Thomas Administration and staff like, Scott Duguay and 

Carrie Monteith-Levesque. Scott and I chatted about STU policy changes, what 

can/can’t we do, and brainstormed ideas for the upcoming year. Carrie and some 

of us chatted about International students and some events we’d all like to see 

happen this year and also some advocacy priorities for international students for 

this year! 

 

• STUSU attended the Doug Young Scholarship Announcement, which was great 

news for students! 

 

• I went to Senate for the first time; we approved the grad list. It was a great crowd 

of professors! 

 

• The EXEC submitted our priorities for the year. 

 

NBSA: 

 



 
 

 
 

• The NBSA transition was April 28th-30th where I signed my contract as an official 

member of the NBSA Board of Directors and was also elected to 1 out of 2 

positions of the Experiential Learning Steering Committee.  

 

• I had my first Experiential Learning conference call on the 10th “SELF Funding 

Formula Year II Review with NBSA and FEECUM” and STU got great news for their 

experiential learning funding for next year! 

 

• The NBSA has started our bi-weekly conference calls. 

 

CASA: 

 

• CASA’S foundations Conference is from May 27th-31st and it’s been so great thus 

far! Super informative and engaging! 

 

 

Hope you’re all having a great summer! ☺  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Vice President Student Life’s report – Sarah Kohut 

 

Hello SRC! I hope everyone is having a relaxing and enjoyable summer! I’m so thrilled to 

be presenting to you my first monthly Vice President report for the summer! I can’t 

believe that the first month of my term as VPSL has already gone by, and it’s been a 

busy one for sure. Buckle up, this report is a long one!  

 

My monthly reports will be divided into subsections of things I have been working 

on/attending throughout the month, and hopefully by organizing it in this fashion it will 

make it easy to read and understand for everyone.   

 

Emergency Bursary 

The Emergency Bursary Committee met once this month, and approved one Emergency 

Bursary Application for the amount of $200 and a complimentary Community Food 

Smart bag for the month of May.  

 

Community Food Smart  

We had 2 orders of Community Food Smart bags, with one new member. I created an 

infographic (which you probably have seen) and posted it on the STUSU’s various social 



 
 

 
 

media platforms, so hopefully that will spread the word about the service and increase 

monthly orders for both the summer and throughout the year! Since the post, I’ve had 

about 5 emails of people inquiring about Community Food Smart, which is amazing!  

 

Meetings 

 

Trish Murray-Zelmer – Employment and Financial Aid Coordinator 

 

I met with Trish to introduce myself, and to discuss ways in which STUSU and her office 

could collaborate over the year. The main way we will be collaborating is through the 

Career Fair, which we discussed and brainstormed potential employers to ask to be a 

part of the fair next year. We also brainstormed ideas on how to limit foot traffic 

through the Great Hall during when the fair takes place, and how to limit the people in 

that space to just students interested in the fair. We also discussed the potential of 

having a Graduate University Fair, which I think is a fantastic idea and would love to see 

it on our campus next year or in future years! 

 

Kathleen Hyndman – Learning Strategist  

 

I met with Kathleen to, similarly to most of my meetings, introduce myself and see how 

her office could collaborate with STUSU this upcoming year. We brainstormed that 

STUSU could promote the various events the Learning Strategist would put on 

throughout the year to encourage student participation, and the potential of doing a 

scavenger hunt-esque activity at the start of the year to help first year students identify 

various resources on campus (e.g. learning strategist, writing centre, peer support center 

etc).  

 

Michael Palloto – Campus Minster  

 

I met with Michael to introduce myself, but primarily to learn more about Campus 

Ministry and what they have to offer! I learned some really great things that I would 

have never known had I not taken the meeting! Michael and I brainstormed ideas on 



 
 

 
 

how to promote the Campus Ministry’s various social media platforms, and discussed 

Campus Ministry volunteering with Community Food Smart during the school year.  

 

Scott Duguay – Associate Vice President, Enrollment Management  

 

The whole executive team met with Scott, and discussed our various initiatives for the 

upcoming school year and relayed ideas back and forth. Unfortunately, Scott is leaving 

us and going to Acadia for next year, however we trust that his replacement will be just 

as great!  

 

Hilary Swan – Campus Sexual Assault Support Advocate  

 

I met with Hilary to introduce myself, and we discussed initiatives that both herself and 

STUSU could collaborate on for this school year. We also discussed branching out those 

initiatives to not just STU’s campus, but to UNB as well. I also brainstormed ideas with 

her that the Sexual Assault Prevention Committee, which I chair at STU, could carry out 

on campus this year.  

 

 

 

Brock Richardson – Director of Student Services and Residence Life 

 

All the things that full under my role as Vice President Student Life, fall under Brock’s 

role as a staff member! I met with Brock to discuss all the initiatives and ideas I have for 

this school year, and we relayed ideas back and forth on how to carry them out and 

make them a reality. He seemed very enthusiastic and excited about my ideas, which is 

fantastic! We also identified that creating more large-scale, campus wide events was a 

priority for both of us, and discussed how to go forward in creating and planning these 

events.  

 

Kelly Humber Kelly – Mental Health Coordinator  

 



 
 

 
 

I met with Kelly to discuss the initiatives I have for the school year that pertain to mental 

health, and to discuss initiatives that the Mental Health Committee, which I chair, could 

conduct this school year. We also discussed ways in which the Peer Support Center and 

STUSU could collaborate.  

 

David Coon – MLA of Fredericton South  

 

The executive team met with David Coon in Husoni’s office to discuss various things, 

such as the issues with financial aid in New Brunswick. We also discussed ways in which 

his office and STUSU could collaborate for this year. 

 

Mike O’Brien – Mayor of Fredericton  

 

The executive team met with Mayor Mike O’Brien at City Hall, and discussed ways in 

which STUSU could be involved with the Mayor’s Office. We also discussed the issues 

with financial aid in New Brunswick. 

 

Carrie Monteith-Levesque – International Student Coordinator  

Husoni, Ailish and I met with Carrie to discuss how we in our roles, and STUSU as a 

whole could best support international students. In terms of VPSL specifically, Carrie and 

I discussed the potential of having some sort of event where Canadians could showcase 

our country and culture to international students, which I’m really looking forward to 

organizing and having for this year! 

 

Isabella Gallant – Vice President Student Life UNBSU  

 

I met with Isabella to discuss some initiatives I had for this year that pertain to resources 

we share with UNB, or initiatives that I believe would be great across both campuses. 

The meeting went fantastic, we learned we have a lot of ideas in common, and I look 

forward to working closely with her this year! The two of us are currently working on 

scheduling a meeting together with Hilary Swan, Campus Sexual Assault Support 

Advocate, to get started on joint initiatives we’re planning for this year.  



 
 

 
 

 

Philip Cliffe – Director of Facilities  

 

I met with Philip to discuss a few of my initiatives that pertained to facilities; such as 

making the AED on campus more accessible after the academic day, and increasing 

lighting and renaming the trail that joins STU’s campus to the SUB.  

 

Heather MacDonald – Writing Centre Coordinator  

 

I was contacted by a company who created an app for peer tutoring on campus, so I 

met with Heather who oversees peer tutoring to discuss the app with her and if it will be 

feasible and valuable to introduce on our campus.  

 

Initiatives 

STUgenda  

 

The STUgenda has taken up the majority of my time for the month of May, as I’m 

ensuring I get it started as soon as possible to have it finished well before the school 

year begins! I met with MayDay Printing, who is the company who usually prints our 

agendas to discuss the agenda and get a price estimate. Coincidentally when emailing 

companies for sponsorships, I emailed another printing company, KKP Printing, by 

accident! I met with KKP Printing to show them last year’s agenda, and to get a price 

estimate from them. I was very impressed with KKP’s previous work, and their price was 

significantly cheaper than MayDay, so I made the decision to have this year’s agenda 

printed by KKP as opposed to MayDay. I also went through last year’s agenda and made 

note of the edits that need to be made for this year’s, and have been collecting the 

updated information for this year’s agenda. I have also been emailing numerous 

businesses to get sponsorships!  

 

I decided for this year’s agenda to feature student artwork throughout it! As you may 

have seen I published a graphic on STUSU’s social media accounts calling for student 

artists to submit their STU artwork/photography for a chance to win $100 and to be 



 
 

 
 

featured on the cover of the agenda! If you yourself are an artist or photographer, or 

know of any friends who are, encourage them to submit their artwork to su_vpsl@stu.ca!  

 

STUSU Social Media Guide  

 

When meeting with various staff members, a common thing that came up was STUSU 

helping to promote their offices’ social media accounts to reach more students. Our 

Welcome Week Chair Chloé Couturier and I came up with the idea to create a graphic 

that will be put inside Welcome Week kits outlining important social media accounts for 

students to follow. The accounts featured on this graphic are STUSU, STU Tommies, 

STUISA, Student Employment, Campus Ministry, Peer Support Centre, Writing Centre, 

and the Wabanaki Student Centre. Stay tuned to see this graphic in Welcome Week kits, 

and on STUSU’s social media accounts in September!  

 

Council Retreat  

 

Mark your calendars, our annual council retreat will take place from October 25th to 27th! 

The location of the retreat has been booked for that weekend, and I will begin to plan it 

in the near future!  

 

That’s all for this month! If you have any questions, concerns, or ideas based off of my 

report don’t hesitate to reach out to me via su_vpsl@stu.ca! Enjoy the month of June, 

and I will see you in next month’s report!  

 

Thank you so much for reading through our reports, it is greatly appreciated!  

 

Best,  

Sarah Kohut 
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